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When you're outdoors, you can forget
the reps and sets for a btt, let ioose

and try some new things. Get creative

about how to challenge your body by
mixing up the moves and changing
the intensity. You can spice up an

outdoor walk or run with some tough
sprint intervals including bodyweight
strength work such as traveliing lunges,

squats, push ups and planks to get your
heart rate soaring.

Scout out a spot for your workout
such as a park, a sportsfield and warm
up by jogging or walking there. Quit
thinking about working particular

muscles as this integrated workout
will challenge the whole body. You'll

be surprised how tough it is as there's

no setting up or adjusting weight
machines, which means no hanging
around. If you are a gym circuit junkie,

then taking the routine outside once in
a while can give it a fresh twist. You'll

love itl

Outdoor yoga is, simply, different. Take

a class by the beach or in a park and feel

the negative charged ions in the air
revitaiise you. According to research,

negative rons increase our capacity
to absorb and utilise oxyqen more
quickly therefore our cel1s and tissues

get super charged, super fast. OPen
your heart and lungs and focus on
breathing techniques while flowing
through your asanas.

Where's the best place to set uP

your yoga mat? Head for the forests

or oceans, rivers or lakes, anYwhere
you can be surrounded by nature.

Clear your head and alert your senses

by sucking in fresh air and strike a

pose as you get a double dose of feel-
good energy. Outdoor yoga classes are

season-dependent in a lot of places,

but if you are lucky enough to live in
the tropics you'11 probably find one year

roundl
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Have fun with a group of mates or
join something a little more formal
and play a team sport. Whether it's a

casual doubles game of tennis, a beach

volleyball comp or a soccer game,

team sports have the added bonus
(much tike group exercise classes) of
the camaraderie experienced when
joining like-minded people in an

activity you enjoy.
In general, playing a sport works

on strength, stamina and agility and is
qreat for confidence-building as there

is a lot of interactron with others. A11

the skills your body has learned and

adapted to in the gym environment
can be used in many team sports. After
all, why else do professional players

workout in the gym? Have a gol

SEE MORE ON iPAD The iPad
version of this article contains
more information. Download
the FREE Frtness Flrst Magazine
App f rom \M.fitnessfi rst.com.

au/magazine
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